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Preferred Citation

Immediate Source of Acquisition
Gift, 2017.

Biographical / Historical
Denis C. Phillips is Professor Emeritus of Education, and by courtesy of Philosophy, at Stanford University. He also served as Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Interim Dean of the School of Education.

Scope and Contents
Collection primarily consists of articles and files related to the field of education, as well as course materials.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Education, higher -- Research.
Phillips, D. C. (Denis Charles), 1938-
Stanford University. Graduate School of Education. Faculty

---

**Papers** Accession ARCH_2018_066

| Box 1, Folder 1          | Evolution, Marxist Biology, and the Social Scene 1959 |
| Box 1, Folder 2          | John Dewey and His Aims of Education                  |
| Box 1, Folder 3          | A Hundred Years of Psychology 1951                    |
| Box 2, Folder 1          | TEQ Board                                             |
| Box 2, Folder 2          | Notebook 1986                                         |
| Box 2                    | Discovering Riches in World Poverty: Medical Students’ Perspectives on an International Elective in India: An Ethnographic Exploration 2006 Aug 15 |
| Box 2                    | Educ 211/Phil 166: Phillips                           |
| Box 2, Folder 3          | Producing the Intelligent Child (draft), Champagne 1992 |
| Box 2, Folder 4          | Spencer Research Training Grant Project 1999          |
| Box 2, Folder 5          | The Nature of Creativity                              |
| Box 2                    | Searle’s Chinese Rooms and its Aftermath 1997 Jun 15  |